
Important Announcement  

Two Sunday Masses, 8.30 a.m. and 11.30 a.m., from 17 July 2022 

 

From Pandemic to Endemic, Resumption of duties for all Parish Ministries. 

Since the first Covid-19 pandemic lockdown in March 2020, the Parish’s reduced activities have 

largely been taken care of by the Parish Health Team (PHT) with representation from important 

ministries for the last two and a half years. As we move from the pandemic to the endemic stage of 

the virus, (hopefully without any serious reversal) we are planning to resume our physical activities. 

All     parish ministries are also expected to resume carrying out fully their respective duties. A 

number of ministries and sub-ministries will need new recruits and appointments. PHT, however, 

will remain for some time to monitor the Covid-19 situation.   

 

Opening   of   Sunday School face-to-face Classes and Addition of one Sunday Mass in the 

morning from 17 July 2022.  

A   major   activity   involving   hundreds of parishioners is our Sunday School. After a lengthy 

discussion at the last PPC meeting on 12 June 2022, a unanimous decision has been reached to 

conduct ALL Sunday Classes only in the morning from 17 July 2022, for experiences have shown 

that afternoon sessions tend to be poorly attended. The family life canteen too will need to operate 

from the same date. The hall therefore will no longer be available for Mass reducing the number of 

seats for Mass significantly since we will still need to maintain some distancing between seats for 

some time. To address this shortage, we have decided that an extra morning Mass will be celebrated 

at 11.30 am to cater    for the general parishioners and Sunday School students and parents. If this 

addition of a second Mass works out well, it may become a permanent feature.  

 

PARISH SUNDAY SCHEDULE FROM 17 July 2022, will therefore be as follows:  

8.30 am, first Sunday Mass in main church (with projection in the chapel until Liturgy of the 

Word for Children would begin). 

 

Opening of Canteen in the Hall after 8.30 am Mass 

10.15-11.15 am, Sunday School classes for all 10 classes (years 1-10) 

11. 30 am, Second Mass in main church 

 

We believe this Sunday schedule will have many important benefits: 

-To provide enough seating for all parishioners; 

-To keep all the Sunday School Classes to the morning and encourage the best attendance; 

-To provide a weekly general gathering in the morning when all parishioners have  the possibility to 

  meet each other, hence to create a stronger sense of community; 

-To better create a sense of Sunday as the weekly Holy Day of the Lord and a Day of Assembly for 

  the parish community. 

 

General parishioners may choose to come to any one of the two Masses. We expect the 8.30 a.m. 

Mass to be more crowded, and so we would like to request that at least a good number of students 

and parents of Sunday School to attend the 11.30 am Mass. Parking and traffic flow may present 

some difficulties but we should be able to resolve them.  

 

General parishioners who are not involved in Sunday School are requested to allow the Sunday 

school   students to line up first to get their breakfast before class, at least for the first weeks, to 

reduce over-crowding in front of the food stalls and give the canteen ministry time to adjust to the 

current situation.    We  look forward to a time when all parishioners will be able to spend time 

having breakfast and fellowship in the hall.  

 

May God bless you!  Fr Cosmas Lee - Rector  
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Sunday Mass: 
Daily Mass: 
Chapel Open: 
 
 
 

Holy Hour: 
 
 

Weekly  
Intercessory  
Prayer: 

8.30am 
6.30pm 
9am to 6pm (Mon-Fri) 
9am to 12pm (Sat) 
Closed on Sunday 
 

Every Thursday 7.30pm 
Followed by Mass at 
8.30pm 
Every Tuesday after  
weekday Mass 

13TH SUNDAY OF OT - 26 JUNE 2022 

Entrance Antiphon:   All peoples, clap your 
Hands. Cry to God with shouts of joy! 
R1:                      Kings 19:16 19-21   
R2:                      Galatians 5:1 13-18 

Res Psalm:   O Lord, it is you who are my 
portion. 
Gospel:             Luke 9: 51-62    
Communion Antiphon:   Bless the Lord, O  
my soul, and all within me, his holy name. 
 

 
R1:                      Isaiah 66: 10-14c 

R2:                      Galatians 6: 14-18 

Res Psalm:     Cry out with joy to God all the 
earth. 
Gospel:             Luke 10:1-12,17-20 
 
 
R1:                       Deuteronomy 30:10-14 

R2:                       Colossians 1:15-20 

Res Psalm:   Seek the Lord, you who are 
poor, and your hearts will revive. 
Gospel:               Luke 10:25-37 

14th SUNDAY OF OT - 3 JULY 2022 

SAINTS & FEAST DAYS  

27 June Saint Cyril of Alexandria, bishop doctor 

28 June Saint Irenaeus, bishop & martyr 

29 June Saints Peter & Paul, Apostles 

1 July Saint Junipero Serra, priest 

3 July Saint Thomas the Apostle 

4 July Saint Elizabeth of Portugal 

5 July Saint Anthony Zaccaria, priest 

PARISH DONATIONS 

12 June 
 
19 June 

Red             RM5,364.70 
 
Black           RM5,314.15 

15th SUNDAY OF OT - 10 JULY 2022 



Part 2:     
Growth in Membership and Canteen 
Attendance  
 

 By the end of the first year, we had almost 50 

members - the women and some of their husbands 
and children- some serving, some cooking and 
others busy preparing the drinks in the kitchen – 
which   by   then was deemed a vital part of our 
canteen operations! We also got a regular list of 
suppliers for each of our items on the menu, which 
had   expanded   sizably from the first weeks of 
operation. We had added on rice porridge, yong 
tau foo, curry puffs, pastries and breads, all types of 
Malay kueh, nasi lemak, hamburgers, hot dogs, 
chicken wings and occasionally, spaghetti, mee 
soup and laksa.  My 81-year-old mum who had 
been a faithful participant every week, would bring 
pork pau and tausa pau plus a steamer from home 
to keep them warm. She was the one who noticed 
the increasing number of parents who would sit 
around quietly waiting for their kids to finish class. 
She suggested we make some tong sui every week 
so   that   they   could enjoy some dessert while 
waiting. That was the start of my Aunty Violet’s 
popular foo chuk barley tongsui which proved a hit 
with the parishioners. Her husband Philip Thien 
would help her carry the huge pot to the hall every 
Sunday morning before Mass started. Uncle Philip, 
ably assisted by Daniel Chan, faithfully served for 
several years at the instant Nescafe coffee stall 
providing a choice of other flavours, and collected 
the empty packet foils for recycling projects. Irene 
Liew and her son Aaron Prabha also cheered the 
atmosphere   with her colorful cupcakes which 
Aaron promoted to the parishioners, charming 
them all with his friendly manner. 
 
In   the    first    year, we also started to hold the 
complimentary Senior Parishioners breakfast, 
planned to be held quarterly. We would publish the 
notice in the bulletin as well as by word of mouth 
and   invitations.    The    response     was     very 
encouraging with at least 50 or more turning up  

 
each breakfast. The seniors relished the chance 
to  meet up with their old friends and felt special 
for that day.  Aunty Florence Ong regularly made 
her popular fish-shape almond milk jelly for 
these breakfasts,    and    Julia Wong would al-
ways volunteer to make her special “not too 
sweet” cake for the birthday celebrants of the 
month. This   Senior Parishioners breakfast was 
later continued under the Pastoral Care ministry 
as part   of   its   activities.     
 
The Cheshire Home residents were also invited 
to partake in our weekly    canteens   free  of 
charge and a few volunteers, namely Uncle Phil-
ip Thien, Adrian Lui and Sanen Marshall took 
upon the task to wheel   them from the Home to 
and fro each Sunday for Mass. Slowly but surely 
over time, we got  to  know the Cheshire parish-
ioners - the initial one being Johnny, then Joseph 
Liew, Anni and Jin. Between 4 to 8 attend each 
time. 
 
With   the increasing number of parishioners 
attending   the   canteen   each   week,   I had 
proposed to Fr Cosmas that we purchase an 
additional    35 rectangular foldup tables and 
sufficient chairs so that they could sit and eat 
comfortably and he agreed. At that time, St 
Simon hall was still being used as a badminton 
hall which outsiders could rent to play so the hall 
had to be cleared after each canteen. This was 
quite labour intensive so it was a relief when it 
was decided that the hall would not be used 
anymore for badminton and the tables and 
chairs could remain in place. The church staff 
namely Tina, Mattias and Paulus were invaluable 
in keeping the hall in a clean and tidy condition 
for each week. Maurene Wong, the St Simon 
office clerk, was also always helpful with the 
paper work. Tina also assisted our ever-capable 
Lillian Chin - a Hainanese coffeeshop veteran - in 
preparing the fragrant local Tenom coffee and 
Milo each week. Lillian insisted that we install a 
water filter in the kitchen to ensure we used 
quality water for the drinks. 
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Managing a Canteen Ministry 
Setting   up    a     new    ministry is never easy 
especially when there is no precedent to follow. 
One of the first rules we made was that every 
parishioner should clear their utensils off the 
table and place them accordingly in large basins 
provided    at each corner of the hall for the 
washers to collect. Large notices were placed in 
the hall to remind them of this. This made them 
responsible    for clearing up after they ate. A 
condiments table with chilli, garlic, sauces and 
serviettes was available for self-service. Used 
plastic honey containers were provided by Anna 
Tiong for liquid tapau like porridge and tongsui. 
Parishioners were encouraged to bring their own 
containers otherwise. Logistics in terms of 
crowding was considered, e.g. proper layout of 
the different food stalls was important. We 
guessed those eating kueh would probably not 
eat noodles or porridge at the same time so 
these stalls were placed farther apart. 
 
Proper record keeping was deemed essential for 
being accountable in the running of the canteen 
and the first Treasurer was my banker husband 
Matthew Wong who dutifully counted the dollars 
and cents received each week. This task was 
later taken up by our very able Treasurer 
Maureen Sinsua, a lawyer by profession. All the 
sales collection was submitted to the main St 
Simon account as Fr Cosmas did not want the 
canteen to keep a separate account. I myself had 
set up a weekly sales record system (a manual 
one probably considered archaic by modern 
standards) but sufficed to show exactly where 
and which items were profiting and which were 
not. More importantly, I used my ‘management 
system’ to avoid wastage of food as it also 
served as a guide to the numbers of each item to 
order each week. It was no surprise that each 
week, the biggest contributors were the porridge 
stall and the tongsui stall which consistently 
made    a     clear profit of over RM100 each – 
especially as hardly or no charge was claimed for 
the capital or labour. I dare say if their pot was  
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bigger, even more profit could be garnered!  
 
We initiated a policy of charging each food 
item in RM1.00 units to minimize handling of 
change except for a cup of local coffee which 
remained at 50 sen for several years. By doing 
so we made a     little   profit on some, but lost 
on others. Eventually this price cross - subsidy 
evened out our costs and certainly helped in 
speeding up service    when    we had to serve 
hundreds of people. All food items were sold 
almost at cost. 
 
 Across the board, the ladies poured their 
heart      into      the canteen, showing their 
generosity through their free donations of 
cake, kueh and other food, so much so that 
the amount of money we collected every 
month surpassed our expectations as it was 
supposed to be sold at only nominal prices. 
More than once I was questioned at our PPC 
meetings if the canteen was not exorbitantly 
pricing our food. You had only got to go there 
to eat to find out it was not. It was through the 
sheer generosity of the members themselves 
and I would like to place this on record. 
 
By now I felt we should refer to the canteen as 
a   ministry,    as all the ladies were not just 
volunteers, but committed to serving with 
their heart. Everyone knew their duty each 
week, and if anyone was unable to make it 
that Sunday, a simple text in the morning 
would enable me to easily get a replacement 
from the list. The fellowship and work we 
shared     was   warm and cooperative. The 
suppliers became our friends when they came 
to deliver the food before the canteen began 
each week. I remember especially Tony Tseu 
who faithfully delivered local kueh made by his 
wife each Sunday. He only stopped when his 
dear wife passed away and we felt sad for him 
when this happened. 
 
(To be continued…) 


